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CHAPTERS 
PROSPECTS OF ECOTOURISM IN NEPAL 

5.1 Introduction 

Ecotourism is the fastest growing segment of tourism industry, with an 

annual growth rate between 10-30 percent. Ecotourism currently comprises about 

20 percent of the world travel market (TIES 2000).0n a global level itself, World 

Tourism Organisation has identified it as the segment that will nurture growth of 

the industry in a big way. According to the WTO study, areas such as national 

parks and wilderness areas cover more than 1 0 percent of earth's surface and 

play a vital role in promoting tourism (Caprihan and Shivakumar,2004).Recent 

research conflicting claim over the importance of ecotourism in New Zealand and 

Australia (Hingham et al.2001 ; Coventry 1997).Hingham et al's research 

identifies 247 ecotourism operations nationwide out of 400 nature-based tourism 

operators.Conventry (1997) argues that ecotourism comprises about 4-5 percent 

of the New Zealand market 

According to the International Ecotourism society, a market demand 

assessment survey of North American tourists commissioned by the Canadian 

Government in 1994 indicates that experienced ecotourists are usually between 

35-54 years of age; are equally male and female (50% male and 50% female) 

tend to be more educated, spend more money, have a higher than average 

income and are more frequent travelers than general tourists (TIES 
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2000).Ecotourism usually involves tourists from developed countries (e.g. North 

America,Europe,Australia) visiting ecotourists destination in developing countries, 

although developed countries also have natural areas which draw 

ecotourists.Well established ecotourism destinations include Central and South 

America, Asia and the Pacific. Costa Rica was on the top ecotourism destination 

in the world during the 1990s .Nepal has experienced an explosion of ecotourism 

with the number of trekkers increasing 255 percent from 1980-1991. 

(International Ecotourism Society's 'Ecotourism Statistical Fact Sheet, 2001 ). In 

fact ecotourism has come to be regarded as the panacea that enables us to 

aggressively seek tourism dollars with no obvious damage to ecosystems. 

lnfact, ecotourism is intended to support the protection of natural areas by 

generating economic benefits through employment and income opportunities for 

the local community and local organisation which manage the natural areas. The 

global importance of ecotourism, its benefit as well as its impact has been 

recognized by the United Nations, which has designated the year 2002 as the 

International Year of Ecotourism. The International year of Ecotourism (lYE) is 

intended to encourage the co-operative efforts of governments, international and 

regional organisation and non-governmental organisations to promote 

development and protection of the environment, particularly in developing 

countries through ecotourism. It also offers an opportunity to review ecotourism 

experiences worldwide, in order to consolidate tools and institutional framework 

that ensures sustainable development in the future (Syiemlieh et al, 2004).To this 

end, many regional conferences and seminars on specific aspects of ecotourism 

took place during 2001 and 2002 worldwide. In the same year, in 2002, the world 

Ecotourism summit was culminated in Quebec, Canada. 

5.2 Objective of the Study and Methodology 

In this chapter we would like to examine the prospect of ecotourism in Nepal 

and assess the effort made for its sustainable development. The study is based 

on the secondary data. The source includes published and .unplished articles, 

journals, publication and books related to ecotourism. An extensive web search 

was carried out for more recent information on ecotourism. Some data were 

collected from the tourism concerned governmental and non governmental 

organisations, such as Ministry of Population and Environment, Govt.of Nepal, 

Ministry of Culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation, Nepal Tourism Board and Nepal 

Mountaineering Association, etc. 
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5.3 Ecotourism as a Concept 

Ecotourism is a new concept in tourism industry. It is said that ecotourism is 

the outcome of environmental movement of 1970s and 1980s.lt is an 

amalgamation of two separate concepts; ecology and tourism, but viewed jointly 

the coinage assumes great significance both for ecological conservation and 

development of tourism. It ensures satisfaction and is conducted for small 

homogenous groups. Its inspirational and emotional approach is valuable 

because it does not aim to looking at the nature as a consumable item but as 

something to be appreciated for its own sake (www. lnianexpress.com). 

It is an enlighting, participatory travel experience to natural environment. 

Ecotourism ensures the sustainable use of environmental resources, while 

producing viable economic opportunities for the host communities (CET, 2000). 

Ecotourism in simple words means management of tourism and conservation of 

nature in a way so as to maintain a fine balance between the requirements of 

tourism and ecology on one hand and the need of local communities for jobs, 

new skill , income generating employment and a better status for women on the 

other. The first formal definition of ecotourism is created by Ceballos Lascurain 

(1987).According to him, ecotourism is 'traveling to relatively undisturbed natural 

areas with specific objectives of studying ,admiring and enjoying scenery and its 

wild animals and plants as well as existing cultural manifestations (both past and 

Present ) found in these areas (Ceballos Lascurain,1987). By this definition, 

nature-oriented tourism implies a scientific, aesthetic or philosophical approach to 

travel , although the ecological motivated tourism need not be a professional, 

scientific, artist or philosopher. The main feature of such tourism is that the 

person who practices ecotourism has the opportunity of immersing 

himself/herself in nature in a manner generally not available in the urban 

environment (Boo, 1990; Fillion et al , 1994). 

Ecotourism has different connotations to different people in their varying 

relationship within the ecotourism industry, from tour operators to 

conservationists, to actual tourists. According to Scace (1993) natural travel is an 

experience that contributes to conservation of the environment while maintaining 

and enhancing the integrity of the natural and socio-cultural elements. He 

presents it as a new tourism strategy that balances development and economic 

gains by stimu lating local economies. It is seen as a new force that can benefit 

both nature and developing destinations(Ross and Wall ,1999),while it is also 

expected to be simply a travel to enjoy and appreciate nature (Fillion et al. 1994). 
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Nature tourism frequently uses simpler facilities and less expensive and less 

sophisticated infrastructure. Thus it may be practical in cases where funds for 

large scale development are not available (Sherman and Dixon, 1991).Therefore, 

from an economic point of view, it is expected to be beneficial for both the hosts 

and the visitors. 

Ecotourism differs from other forms of tourism particularly due to the 

opportunity for observation and learning it provides to tourists and its contribution 

to cultural conservation and long term sustainability of communities and natural 

resources.Therefore, it is a form of sustainable tourism that benefits the 

community, environment and local economy. This may be achieved through 

various means such as employment for local people or programmes where 

tourists contribute money or labour to community activities such as free planning 

or conservation of local monuments or sites (Netherlands Development 

Organisation, Nepal, 2003). 

5.4 Nature of Ecotourism 

There is now a large literature on ecotourism; a journal (Journal of Ecotourism) 

is devoted to the topic, an encyclopedia has been published (weaver,2001) and a 

variety of books are available on the topic (Buckley ,2004;Fenneii,2003).At the 

same time, there are many definitions of ecotourism and non are universally 

accepted (Blarney , 1995;Buckley , 1994;0rams 1995).Aithough the definition of 

ecotourism continues to evolve, some features of ecotourism have been widely 

accepted. These are as follows. 

• tourism activity is based on nature and should be educational, 

• the motivation of tourists is to enjoy the environment, 

• tourism activities should not damage the environment, 

• tourist should respect the culture of local people, and 

• the local community should gain benefits from tourism. 

Ideally, if these components are in place, the ecotourism should be a 

sustaimible activity.Tourism, including ecotourism if not well managed, can 

damage the environment (Mathieson and Wall, 1982; Briassoulis, 1992; Liddle, 

1997).However ecotourism should provide opportunities to enhance 

environmental management and reduce damage to the environment (Kangas et 

al 1995).For example, Warner (1991) indicated that ecotourism protects 

rainforests in Costa Rica, and Duff (1993) ·suggested that ecotourism benefits 

Australian parks. Calvin (1994) described a situation in South Africa in which an 
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ecotourism project was managed by an aboriginal community. They allowed 

tourists to experience their life and culture but in order to reduce outside 

influences; the number and types of tourists were regulated. This project 

provided income for the local community and also protected the environment. 

Thus, ecotourism can both harm and be used to protect environment. The key is 

appropriate planning and management with local support (Ross and Wall 

1999).Nevertheless, it is a challenge to balance the benefits gained from 

ecotourism and its impacts on environment. 

5.5 Tourism in Nepal's Context 

Nepal is one of the least developed country in the world with 38 percent of the 

population living below the poverty line (NTB, 2003/04).About 80 percent of the 

people are dependent on agriculture for income and employment. Agriculture 

sector contributes 36 percent of GDP.The industrial sector in Nepal is small and 

industrial development is still in an early phase. In terms of development and 

resources, Nepal has many problems, even compared with the other developing 

countries. Its rank 1451
h out of the 179 countries on the UNDP Human Index 

(Antarim Plan 2008-2011).The GNP percapita is US $318 per annum (SPB, 

2006). 

Nepal started planned development in 1955. Tourism has always been its 

integral part. From just 6179 tourist in 1962 and foreign exchange earning of 

mere US $78000, today the industry hosts nearby 5,26,705 tourists (NTS 

2007),and becomes the single highest foreign exchange earning industry ranking 

around US $170 million every year. Larger part of this revenue generated from 

tourism is being increasingly spent on national development. It is believed that 

tourism industry alone employs 500,000 people directly or indirectly cutting 

across urban and rural boundaries and is expected to reach 1 million within the 

next ten years. Its contribution to GOP is 3 percent(approximately).lt both directly 

and indirectly influences export and import industry, transport industry, 

encourages the development of cottage industry and consumes agricultural 

production as well as generates employment and earning opportunities in 

ancillary industry. 

Given its geographical diversity and natural beauty, there are very few places 

in Nepal that couldn't attract tourists. There are many more waiting to be opened, 

many destinations, many parks, many rivers, and many villages. Nepal has 

unlimited potential and seamless opportunities for tourism development that are 
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yet to be fully explored. Since the eighth five years plan (1992-1997), the 

government has recognised tourism as a priority sector and has regarded it as a 

driving engine for economic growth and poverty alleviation. The impact of tourism 

has been wide and diverse from the flat land of Tarai to the glacial lake of the 

Himalayas, from porter earning Rs.150-300 a day to diligent and hardworking 

Sherpa and Thakali entrepreneurs, from indigenous Tharu groups in Chitwan to 

professionally singing Gaines, from traditional pottery making Newars to culturally 

rich Gurungs of Pokhara, from Kathmandu based travel agencies and handicrafts 

retailers to farmers, transport and commodity entrepreneurs. Tourism can 

alleviate poverty and help in national goals may sound abstract to some 

extent.Unitl a thorough research is done and a reliable database is created, it is 

actually hard to evaluate the benefits of tourism. 

No doubt, tourism industry has served as a backbone of Nepal's economy 

for decades as it is largest foreign exchange earner in Nepal. In fact, Nepal has 

pinned its development hopes on the development and promotion of tourism 

industry (National Daily, 2003). Both government and private sector are 

collaborating for its development in Nepal. The government has brought about 

necessary policies, rules and regulations to create more conducive atmosphere 

for the development of tourism sector. As a result, Nepal's tourism industry has 

made significant progress within a short period of time. 

5.6 Prospects of Tourism 

Nepal is one of the richest countries in terms of natural resources, cultural and 

traditional heritages. It has seven cultural heritage sites in her bosom. Though it is 

very small in size, occupied just 0.03 percent portion of earth and 0.3 percent of 

land mass of South Asia but has got the greatest and varied concentration of 

wildlife,biodiversity,landscapes and culture (Grandon, 2006).1t has more than 59 

ethnic groups possessing their own cultural heritages and 70 spoken languages 

represent various cultural practices. It is the second richest country after Brazil in 

water resources and is home to almost 25 percent of Hindukush Himalayas. 

There are till now, eight National Parks, four wildlife reserves, three conservation 

areas, one hunting reserve including five buffer zones around National Parks in 

Nepal but all of them have not been exploited from tourism point of view. Except 

for Annapurna, Everest and Langtang and Chitwan.Most of the other parks, 

despite their unprecedented potential to promote eco and wildlife tourism, are 

untouched by tourism experience. For instance, Suklaphanta and Bardia National 
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parks are home to rare deer and dolphins and offer the best prospect for 

ecotourism on intra-regional and international levels. 

Similarly, out of more than 1300 identified peaks, only 326 have been 

opened for climbing. The Far West, Western and Eastern regions are still home 

to many virgin peaks and pinnacles, which is a growing prospect for attracting 

mountaineers, adventures lovers and ecotourists.As many of these are less than 

6000 meters are easily accessible for trekkers. There are equal paraphernalia of 

caves, lakes and historical forts which could be another attraction for ecotourists. 

Mountain trekking is the main tourism activity in Nepal. There are only three 

trekking areas (Annapurna, Everest and Langtang) which have been fully opened 

and easily reachable. The rest Mustang, Upper/LowerDolpa, Humla, Manaslu, 

Kachanjunga trek are restricted areas. Again there are many more trekking 

routes ·waiting to be fully opened like Dudhkunda, Bhairabkund, Kavre-Banepa 

trek and Nuwakot trek that include activities like from one-day hiking to 15-20. 

days of trekking .Trekking is an activity which can directly influence rural 

livelihood by providing employment opportunities and creating a perfect balance 

between conservation and development. Likewise, NTB's model ecotourists 

areas including llam, Palpa, Basantpur, Dhonushadham and Khaptad also offer 

immense opportunities of diversifying our tourist products. The four new trekking 

areas developed by TRPAP namely, Taplejung in the extreme east, Dopa in the 

West, Lower Everest, and Rupandehi in the mid west are ·already opened for 

trekking. 

Furthermore historical places like Rainaskot (Lamjung) where we can find 

Bahuris Balan, Grung's Soratti, Gandharba's Sarangi dances, Chela Hanne 

(traditional archery). in Taplejung, Bhuwanch in Bajura, folk dances of indigenous 

Ranas, Tharu and Dagoras and Darchula's Chailya and Dadeledura's Hudke are 

some important ecotourism sites ne~d to be preserved. Likewise there are 

traditional dances like Jurnra, Wadka, Sukora, Lathi, Musra dances of Tharus of 

Tharuhut, Garra dances of Dang, Jajarkot ,dolphin festival in kailai are waiting to 

be packaged in a better and attractive way. 

In addition to this Nepal's flora, fauna, pristine terrain, impressive diversity 

make it a natural ecotourism destination. Among the most popular ecotourism 

destinations in Asia and pacific, Nepal's position is sixth. In South Asia too major 

interest lies in the Central Himalayan region and Nepal occupies the central 

Himalayan position in the Himalayan region. The region as a whole comprises 

2720 km.long arc of alpine terrain (Weaver, 2001). 
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The potential ecotourism sites in Nepal are represented in the table 5.1. 

Table 5.1: Potential Ecotourism Sites in Nepal 

Potential Location Biological and Cultural Available Tourism Products 
Ecotourism Sites signification 

Antu Danda Eastern Devt. Pineforests, terraces,slopes, fl Electricity, communication 
Region, llam -at lands with varying facility, camping grounds, 

vegetation, lakes and simple tea stalls, simple 
pounds,subtropicai,Tiger Hill accommodation, earthen 

roads and trails. 
Maipokhari Eastern Devt Dense forest, ground ,white Camping grounds, tea stalls, 

Region, llam rhododendorn,musk ·earthen road, manmade 
deer, leopard, porcupine cultural, religious attraction. 
,jackle,rarebirds 
khalji,Tibetan duck and rare 
insects, religious and cultural 
site 

Sandakpur Eastern Devt. .flora, fauna, endangered Exceptional environment and 
Region, llam species, red panda· nature, earthen road and 

trails camping grounds, bus 
service but irregular. 

Kanyam and Eastern Devt. tea garden and its greenery Communication, electricity, 
Fikkal Bazaar Region, llam is something special travels service souvenir 

shop, camping grounds, 
standard tea stalls, lodging. 

Gajurmukhi Eastern Devt. Cultural and religious sites, bus service, trails for 
Region, llam cave with carved image of trekking tea 

god and goddess stalls,accommodation,local 
guide service, etc. 

Tinjuri Danda Eastern Devt. green forest,34 varities of Graveled road, bus service, 
Regain, rhododendron tea stalls, and trekking trails. 
Taplejung 

Milke Danda Eastern Devt. Rhododendron forest, differ Camping grounds trails with 
Region, panoramic view of standard tea stalls, trekking 
Taplejung Himalayan ranges. and mountain biking. 

Ramaroshan Far-Western religious and historical site Rock climbing, pony riding, 

Region, standard tea stalls. 
Achham 

Surmadevi and Far Western religious site boating, local guide service 
Surmasarovar Regain, 

Bajhang 

Devghat Central aesthetic,social,cultural,religi Simple tea stalls, lodges. 
Development ous and historical site 
Region, (temple of Charkresware 
Chitwan Mahadev) 
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Dhanusha Forest Central Religious site, camping grounds, boating 
Devt.Region, sal trees, bushes, ponds facility,souvenir,shops,local 
Dhanusha cultural programmes/ 

Parashuram Central Devt. religious site pound,boating,village tour 
Kund Region, 

Dhanusha 
Ranighat cultural ,religious and Trails, camping grounds, bird 

Palpa historical site watching, rock climbing, 
village tour. 

MadanPokhar Palpa well-preserved an unique local cultural programme 
site in terms of religious, guide service ,standard tea 
language customs and stalls, lodges 
behaviour, etc. 

Kali Gandaki Karnali white water rafting, mountain 
River biking, pony riding 
Khaptad National mountain region religious site tribeni Trekking facilities, electricity, 
Park confluence of three rivers travel service, camping 

with temple of Lord Shiva, grounds, 
oak, coniferous forest, and trails. 
flora,fauna,135 species of 
flowers,224 species of 
medicinal herbs,226 bird 
species, and endangered 
species. 

Source. NTB Publication, 2002& Asmn Development Bank, Ecotounsm Project, 2002. 

5.7 Current Status of Ecotourism 

simple tea 

As far the distribution of ecotourism activities and ecotourists are concerned, 

trekking tourism is concentrated mainly in the Annapurna, Everest, Langtang 

regions and terai, which are protected areas. 

There are different types of trekkers in Nepal. It is categorised on the 

basis of purpose of visit and the permit issued for trekking .The primary purpose 

of trekkers are considered as the main trekkers and other category like mid 

altitude trekkers, wildlife tourists, high altitude mountaineers and professional 

hunters. The former two categories are usually related to the ecotourism. 

Trekkers who trek for primary purpose are the main portion of ecotourists while 

rafters are adventure tourists and high altitude mountaineers are a special non 

trekker category ( Weaver, 2001), though it is very difficult to demarcate which 

tourists are ecotourist in Nepal (Carlson ,2001). 

The estimated data show that the total of 62,092 or 24.11 percent 

registered trekkers (international stay over) visited Nepal in 1990.This number 
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reached to 1, 18,789 (25.53%) in 2000 but due to various reasons it declined to 

59,644 (21.51 %) and (65721 (16.93%) in 2002 and 2003 respectively. In 2004, a 

positive sign was seen in the number of trekkers grew by 69,442 (18.02%) and 

66,931 respectively (NTS, 2007). In 2007, a total of 5, 26,705 tourists were 

visited in Nepal out of which 1, 01,320 (19.23%) were registered trekkers who 

visited to different protected areas of Nepal. Out of this 60,237 (59.40%) visited 

Annapurna area while those visiting the Everest and Langtan region accounted 

for 26,511 (26.50%) and 8,165 (8.10%) respectively (NTS, 2007), which is shown 

in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Number of Trekkers in Different Trekking Regions 

(1990-2007) 

Year Annapurna Everest Langtang Others Total 

1990 34,361 11,314 7,826 5,386 62,092 

1991 39,107 11,862 9,603 4,186 65,770 

1992 42,553 12,325 9,457 5,970 71,439 

1993 39,764 12,475 9,187 5,485 69,619 

1994 44,733 13,461 8,167 7,870 76,865 

1995 50,012 14,997 8,427 8,291 84,787 

1996 52,399 16,921 7,687 8,688 88,945 

1997 54,078 18,187 8,201 8,175 91,525 

1998 65,587 22,826 10,952 10,002 1,12,644 

1999 67,371 26,788 8,612 1,054 1,07,960 

2000 76,407 26,683 10,917 1,022 1,18,789 

2001 65,313 22,029 9,148 984 1,00,828 

2002 38,642 13,982 4,798 243 59,644 

2003 40,668 18,812 3,119 757 65,721 

2004 42,347 20,051 3,020 801 69,442 

2005 36,224 19,522 2,735 293 61,488 

2006 37,901 20,693 4,562 663 66,931 

2007 60,237 26,511 8,165 1,080 1,01,320 

Source: Nepal Tourism Statistics, 2007 
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Tourists visited to Chitwan National Park and other protected area in 2007 is 

shown under the Table 5.3 given below. 

Table 5.3: Visitors to National Parks and Pro~ected Area, 2007. 

Serial National Park Third SAARC Nepalese Grand 

No. Country Country Total 

1. Chitwan National 58,423 5,046 22,964 86,433 

park 

2. Khaptad National 9 - - 9 

Park 

3. Shey Phoksundo 368 - - 368 

National Park 

4. Bardiya National 1,700 229 1,708 3,637 

Park 

5. Dhorpatan Hunting 27 - - 27 

Reserve 

6. Parsa Wildlife 6 - 183 189 

Reserve 

7. Rara National Park 82 5 - 87 

8. Koshi Tappu Wildlife 290 - 1,876 2,166 

Reserve 

9. Shukla 58 • 
- 78 136 -

PhatWildlifeRreserve 

10. Makalu Barun 261 - - 261 

National Park 

11. Kanchanjunga 328 - - 328 

Protected Area 

12. Shivpuri National 6,196 - 68,762 74,958 

park 

Total 67,748 5,280 95,571 1,68,599 
. . 

Source. Department of Nat10nal Park and Wildlife Conservation, 2008 . 

The data for 2007 show that the highest number of tourists, a total 86,433 

visited Chitwan National Park and 6196, and 1700 visited to Shivpuri National 

Park and Bardiya National Park respectively. Other, national park and reserves 
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could not receive sufficient number of tourists because of difficult terrain and so 

on. 

Trekkers visited to different trekking area in2006 and 2007 can be shown 

also with the help of a figure 5.1. 

Chart 5.1: Number of Trekkers in Different Trekking Area, 2006/2007 
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5.8 Development Efforts for Ecotourism 

02006 

• 2007 

Ecotourism in Nepal is a recent phenomenon. Although, some initiatives 

related to the conservation activities started in Nepal during early of 1970s.Royal 

Chitwan National Park established in 1973 and in the same year some protected 

areas were declared as the conservation zones. But the ecotourism activities 

started only after the inception of Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) 

in 1986,particularly after 1990s when a model ecotourism project 'Ghalekhark 

sickles' Ecotourism Project launched under the ACAP in 1992 was the first true 

ecotourism project in the country popularly known as 'Circuit Trekking Route and 

Ecotourism Development Project (CTREDP).During the same year Sagarmatha 

Pollution Control Committee (SPCC) started cleanup programme in Sagarmatha 

(Everest) region . 

Similarly, various other ecotourism projects launched in different part of the 

country like Kathmandu Environmental Educational Project (KEEP),Upper 

Mustang Conservation and Development Project (UMCDP) (Under 

ACA) ,Manaslu Ecotourism Project (Under KMTNC) ADB Ecotourism TA 

(Technical Assistance) Project andTourism for Poverty Alleviation Project, etc. 

As it is stated above that the conservation initiatives got momentum in the 

decade of 1970s after the WWF (World Wild Life Fund) started its activities in 
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Nepal in 1967 .. The activities conducted by VI/WF helped a lot to the conservation 

process in the country. Trekking tourism which was almost in its infant stage 

during the decade of 1960s gradually developed during 70s and more quickly 

during 80s.ln between 1985 and1995 trekking in Nepal took almost "U" turn. With 

the Development of trekking tourism and conservation activities, the tourism 

process picked up momentum and environmental concern of the tourism also 

brought under discussion which gave rise to various ecotourism activities in the 

country. 

We will now discuss some of the important ecotourism projects of Nepal 

which has been playing a vital role in the promotion of ecotourism in the country. 

5.8.1 Annapurna Conservation Area Project (ACAP) 

In 1986, the King Mahendra Trust for Natural conservation (KMTNC) launched 

the ACAP, the first and largest conservation area in Nepal, covering 7629 sq. 
' 

km.as an innovative concept in the protected area management system of the 

country (K.C.,2002).1t occupied 5.8 percent of the total land area of the country 

and 28 percent of the total protected area. It is an area which was designed as 

an ICDP (Integrated Conservation and Development Programme) and is a well

known internationally recognised, best designed and well planned ICDP not in 

the Nepal but in the world. ACAP has been engaged in implementing ecotourism 

programme in the Ghaekharka sickles area funded by the government and the 

Asian Development Bank (ADB). 

This project, comprising foot-trail construction, forest zoning, proper camping 

facilities for trekkers and other environmental conversation works, can be 

regarded as one of its kind for the promotion and development of ecotourism in 

Nepal. It follows the principles of maximum participation sustainability and a· 

catalyst role. It is spread out in 5 districts of the Western Development Region of 

Nepal and covers 55 VDCs. It is divided into 7 unit conversation offices located in 

Jomsom, Manang, Lo-Manthang, Bhujang, Lawang, Sickles, and Ghandruck. 

ACAP carries out diverse set of activities since its beginning. It includes natural 

resources management and conservation, education and extension, community 

development, sustainable tourism management, women in conservation and 

development, agriculture and live-stock development, heritage conservation and 

reproductive and general health. 

ACA is rich, not only in biological diversity but in cultural diversity as well. 

ACA, having ten ethnic groups, northern part of the area is dominated by Thakali 
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where as southern part is dominated by Gurung and Magars. The Gurung and 

Thakalis are famous for their hospitality. It is a leading trekking destination of the 

country, drawing more than 60 percent of the countries trekkers. It received 

around 60,237 trekkers in 2007. The number, however decline in 2000 onwards 

due to security problems in the the country. Similarly, the activities of ACAP are 

also influenced in recent years due to insurgency problems but it got pace after 

the peace settlement between Maoist and government of Nepai.Some 

distinguishing features of Annapuna Conservation Area have been shown in box 

5.1. 

\ 

Box 5.1: Sc;>me Distinguishing Features of Annapurna Conservation Area 

• Annapurna Conservation Area comprises worlds deepest George Kali 

Gandaki, 3 miles long and .5 holes wide. 

• A valley with fossils from the Tethys Sea dating back to 60 million years 

ago. 

• The regions also contain world's largest Rhododendron forest 

Ghorepani. 

• World's highest lake-Tilicho. 

•· One of the world's tallest peaks-Annapurna I and the sacred mountain 

Machhapuchhre 7 the stunning Trans-Himalayan zone of upper 

Mustang. 

• It is the first protected area to allow the local residents to Jive within the 

protected area boundaries. 

• Also unique in NGO managing a significant portion of tourism revenue. 

Source: KMTNC, Profile of National NGO, ACAP, Two Years Retrospective Report 1998-2000 

During the 1970s there were hardly any lodges in the Annapurna region, but 

the influx of hippies and budget trekkers changed the nature of tourism in the 

region, and the country as a whole. Today, the Annapurna region has over 1000 

lodges and tea shops catering mainly to the independent trekkers and 

backpackers. Some of these lodges have been built in areas which had never 

been settled by local people, such as Ghorepani, Annapurna Base camp and 

Tolka.Even though the lodge settlements were illegal, the activities continued. 

Forests were cleared to build lodges and tea shops. Barren fields were used as 

campsites. Fuel wood was indiscriminately used. Local control over the use of 
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natural resources and tourism development in the region was lacking. Thus rapid 

deforestation, landslides, loss of topsoil, land and water pollution, and loss of 

wildlife habitats became very evident, threatening the environmental quality of the 

region and livelihood of the local people. Against this backdrop in 1986, the 

Government of Nepal assigned KMTNC to play an active role in tourism 

management. ACA is today a widely known conservation area and destination 

not only in Nepal but in other parts of the world as well. 

5.8.2 Sagarmatha Pollution Control Committee (SPCC) and Sagarmatha 

National Park (SNP) 

Sagarmatha Pollution Control Committee is one of the oldest ecotourism 

projects funded in 1991.With financial support of WWF and government of Nepal, 

it has been formed with a noble purpose of preserving the natural and cultural 

heritage of Sagarmatha (Mt.Everest) region. SPCC operates under the 

partnership of Tengboche Monastery, and has gained national and international 

recognition for its contribution to clean-up programmes. Initially, SPCC started 

some cleaning programmes in the Khumbu region along the trekking routes e.g., 

collection of bottles, plastic covers and other garbage left by visitors and remove 

it appropriately to clean the environment along the trekking routes. But later on 

activities of SPCC expanded and diversified that include tourism development 

community, cultural and environmental conservation. By expanding its activities, 

SPCC is gradually leading ecotourism conducting agency in the Everest region. 

Sagarmatha (Mount Everest) is second major trekking route of Nepal after 

Annapurna Conservation Area which receives a significant number of tourists 

every year. In 2007, there were 25,511 (26.5%) tourist visiting the region also 

includes high mountaineer too. The Khumbu (Everest region) is world's famous 

trekking destination divided into three sub-regions. These are Solu, a hill area 

with moderate climate in the south; Pharak, (Pharag), a steep forested gorge 

stretching north wards along the Dudkosi River and Khumbu proper which 

includes five high valleys, leading north and west (Nepal, et al 2000).The trekking 

route from Namche to Kala Pathar is popular among tourists.Gokyo Lake and 

Chukung valleys also provide spectacular views. 

Similarly, the Thame Valley is well recognised for Sherpa culture while 

Phortse is known for wild life watching (MOCTCA 2002).The region was declared 

Sagarmatha National Park in 1976.The region is very rich with well developed 

infrastructure particularly air strips and hotel, lodges restaurants as well as other 

tourist facilities. A significant portion of the local population has become tourism 
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dependent in the region, the notable positive tourism impact realised in the region 

is that Sherpa have emerged as one of the wealthiest ethnic groups in Nepal. 

5.8.3 Langtang Ecotourism Area Project (LEAP) 

Langtang is the third largest and most popular trekking destination covering 

an area of 1710 sq.km.lt is divided over three districts. Rasuwa, Nuwakot and 

Sindhupalchok. This park was declared as a protected area in 1976.The region is 

unique in its natural resources, varied biodiversity and cultural heritage. 

With view to support tourism management and local development 

activities in the region, Langtang ecotourism project was initiated by Langtang 

National Park in co-operation with the Mountain Institute (TMI) The main 

objectives of this project is to build capacities of the local communities as well as 

micro entrepreneurs along the major trekking routes of Langtang to manage 

environmental impacts of trekking in the region. The project carries out the 

activities like garbage management, pollution minimising as well as to promote 

cultural preservation. 

5.8.4 Chitwan National Park Project (CNPP) 

The terai region of Nepal constitutes a number of protected areas but 

ecotourism activities are centered mainly along Royal Chitwan National Park. The 

Park was designed at first in 1846 by the name of Chitwan Valley. Royal Hunting . 
Reserves. The name of this park was again revised in 1959 as 'Deer Park' which 

was subsequently declared as the Royal Chitwan National Park in 1973 and 

extended to 932 sq km. in 1978. Chitwan was designated as a world Heritage site 

in 1984 (Roe 1997).The various projects that aim to generate awareness on 

ecotourism have been successfully run in Chitwan National Park, the biggest 

National Park in the country. The translocation of one horned rhinoceros, due to 

the increase in the numbers and to create a second viable wild population and 

preservation of Royal Bengal Tiger in Chitwan National Park as taken as example 

of successful operation of eco-tourism projects in Nepal (KC, 2002).Chitwan has 

supported a steadily growing tourist industry since .1974 and received some 

58,423 visitors in 2007 (ASR, 2001). 

5.8.5 Manaslu Conservation Area Project (MCAP) 

The Manaslu Conservation Area was designated as conservation area in 

1998. Occupying a total area of 1663 sq km., it lies in the Northern sector of 

Gorkha district adjoining the Tibetan Autonomous Region of China. It covers 7 

VDCs of Northern part of the district. The region was opened for organised group 
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trekkers since 1991.Unlike the Annapurna conservation Area, the difficult terrain 

and limited access are major impediments in attracting more trekkers to the 

region. The eighth highest peak in the world Manaslu (8163 Mt.) is also an 

important attraction of the region. It has been handed over to KMTNC to be 

managed on the ACAP model. The main objective of the project is to facilitate 

and assist local people to better understand and realise their own skills for 

management of their resources in a sustainable and equitable manner while 

maintaining their culture and improving their traditional system. 

The important activities carried out in MCAP are nature conservation, 

alternative energy, conservation education and extension, access improvement, 

community development, tourism development, women in conservation and 

development, agriculture development, health support and heritage conservation. 

5.8.6 Kanchanjunga Conservation Area Project (KCAP) 

The Kanchanjunga Conservation Area Project is another major conservation 

project in Nepal. It covers an area of 1650 sq. km, and later extended to 2035 

sq.km. in 1998. The Project was initiated in March 1998 as a joint undertaking of 

DNPWC and WWF Nepal. Main aim of this project is promoting ecotourism on 

the basis of the conservation and preservation of natural as well as cultural 

resources and Community involvement. 

Since, the project has been designed on ACAP modality and activities of 

KCAP are similar to that of ACAP. It includes formation of user groups, 

management committees. KCAP has further added its priorities as it insists to 

promote indigenous technologies in complement to poverty reduction, women 

participation and sustainable community development. The important activities of 

KCAP include mainly forest conservation, alternative promotion, tourism 

development, Community development and heritage conservation. The KCAP 

experienced tourism in 1988 for the first time, with 87 visitors. The number 

jumped to 328 in the year 2007.Aithough fewer than a thousand trekkers visit the 

area every year (Except for the year 2000), the flow of tourist in KCA has 

increased steadily. 

5.8.7 Tourism for Rural Poverty Alleviation (TRPAP) 

The TRPAP is an initiative of government of Nepal under the Ministry of 

culture, Tourism and Civil Aviation (MCTCA) with a technical and financial 

support from the United Nation Development Programme (UNDP) Department of 

International Development (DFID) and the Netherlands Development Agency 
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(SNV-Nepal). Basically the project is designed to promote rural tourism and to 

reduce rural poverty through the development of tourism. It focuses on rural poor, 

simultaneously integrating gender and environmental issues as well. The main 

features of the project are its poverty reducing programmes, tourism 

infrastructure development and environment protection activities. 

TRAP is an important pilot programme which began in September 2001 in 48 

VDCs of six districts Dolpha, Rasuwa, Solukhmbu, Taplejung, Rupandehi and 

Chitwan (Annual Report 2003).The Sagarmatha National Park component has 

been added to the six districts of TRPAP. 

The main aim of this pilot programme is to support for the review and 

formulation of tourism development policies and Strategic planning. The 

programme will focus disadvantaged, approved and discriminated section of 

Nepal's rural women and men, lower casts and ethnic minorities. The programme 

will develop strong backward and forward linkages and will bring grass root 

participation in decision making process so that the benefits can reach to the 

poor in rural communities. It is expected that this programme will demonstrate 

tourism models for sustainable tourism development in Nepal. The policy 

outcome of this project guides to develop ecotourism policies in the future. 

In addition to above there are other several conservation programmes such as 

the Tarai Arc Land and Shey Phokesando, Ghoda Ghod Tourism Management 

Plan, Bardia Integrated Conservation Programme, etc. were conducted in 

different parts of the country for the promotion of ecotourism in Nepal. 

5.9 Role of Government in Promoting Ecotourism 

For the development of tourism industry in the country, the government of 

Nepal has been playing a supportive role not only at the policy level but also in 

implementation. For example, it provides grant assistance for environmental 

protection activities on the one hand and makes institutional arrangements for the 

tourism sector on the other. In order to develop the industry as a backbone of 

national development and to maintain co-ordination and co-operation among the 

various agencies related with the tourism industry, a high level, Tourism council 

has been formed. The council performs such functions so as to remove 

difficulties for the sector, give policy level guidences to the sub-ordinate executive 

agencies such as Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation, Department of Tourism 

and Nepal Tourism Board to review plans or policies related to tourism. The 

Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation (MOTCA) designs policy and necessary 
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plan on the basis of the policy and guidelines of the Tourism Council and sees 

them implemented through the Tourism Board. Nepal Tourism Board is a 

National organisation, established by an act of Parliament in the form of 

partnership between the government and the private sector of tourism industry of 

Nepal. It started functioning as National Tourism Organisation (NTO) from 

January 1, 1999 (ADP, 2003/04). 

The NTB is responsible for all the marketing activities aimed at promoting 

Nepal as premier destination. Although the initial phase of the functioning of the 

Board focuses on marketing and promotion, the ultimate aim of the NTB is to take 

over regulatory and product development activities as well. It is working towards 

repositioning the image of Nepal so as to market and promote Nepal aggressively 

and extensively both domestically and internationally. The NTB attributed to carry 

out various function for the promotion of ecotourism in the country as mentioned 

in Box No 5.2. 

Box 5.2: Functions Of Nepal Tourism Board 

• To develop and introduce Nepal as an attractive tourist destination in the 

International arena. 

• To develop, expand and promote tourism enterprises, while promoting the 

natural, cultural and human environment of the country. 

• To increase national income, to increase foreign exchange earnings and to 

create maximum opportunities of employment by developing, expanding 

and promoting tourism. 

• To establish the image of Nepal in the international tourism community by 

developing Nepal as secure, reliable and attractive destination. 

• To foster research related to the reforms to be made in tourism enterprises 

in order to provide quality services. 

• To assist to establish and develop institutions necessary for the 

development of tourism enterprises. 

• To develop Nepal as a tourism hub for South Asia. 

Other key government agencies are the National Planning Commission 

(NPC) and the Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation 

(DNPWC). The National Planning Commission has strong influence on tourism 

policy. Tourism is included as major sector in NPC's five year plan. The Ninth 

plan 1998-2002 has recognised high prospect of Tourism, the plan proposed to 

developed tourism in accordance with the natural, socio-cultural and religious 
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environment of the country (Dahal 2007). In tenth plan, (2002-2007) the role of 

government was focused on effective marketing, re-establishment of Nepal's 

tourism image ,employment opportunities, increase in foreign currency, earning 

and to channel the benefits derived from tourism sector to the rural areas (Tenth 

Plan, 2008-2011) 

The primary objectives of the DNPWC are to conserve the countries major 

representative ecosystems, unique cultural heritage and give protection to the 

valuable and endangered wildlife. The DNPWC has taken ecotourism 

development as an essential in its various project activities, whether it is Makalu 

Barun National Park or Bardia Integrated Conservation Project. District 

Development Committee (DOCs) and Village Development Committee (VDCS) 

are functioning under the Ministry of Local Development (MOLD) which play key 

role in promoting ecotourism in destination areas. 

In addition to the line agencies, other agencies, organisation such as World 

Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the King Mahendra Trust for Nature Conservation 

(KMTNC) are responsible for tourism, especially ecotourism promotion. And other 

International Organisation such as the World Conservation Union, International 

Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCNN) ,and 

International Centre for Integrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) have also 

been helping in the development or ecotourism through their various 

conservation and development works.WWF has been supporting programme in 

Nepal for the last 30 years. Initially it focused on endangered species 

preservation and later expanded to include programmes in capacity building, 

conservation education and institutional support for the effective management of 

protected areas. WWF has given due consideration to tourism and more 

specifically ecotourism. It mostly provides financial and technical assistance to 

the implementing agencies like DNPWC and KMTNC. WWF has recently 

assisted DNPWC with producing detailed tourism plans for six National Parks 

and Conservation Areas. 

KMTNC is an autonomous, non-profit organisation mandated to work in the 

field of nature conservation. A network of international partners supports the trust. 

Currently there are seven KMTNC partner organisations active in the UK USA, 

Canada, Germany, France, Netherlands and Japan. In two decades, KMTNC has 

undertaken over 100 small and large projects on nature conservation, biodiversity 

protection, natural resources management, tourism and sustainable community 

development. 
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Similarly an uncountable number of national and international NGOs are 

active in Nepal, many have identified ecotourism as a means to achieve their 

goals of poverty reduction, community development, environmental preservation 

and conservation. The Mountain Institute (TMI) is a INGO that has been working 

on integrated conservation and development programmes in Makalu-Barun since 

1983. More than 20 fairly private sectors or associations have also been working 

in promoting the ecotourism industry in Nepal. The leading ones include the 

Trekking Agents Association (TAAN), Hotel Association of Nepal (HAN), Nepal 

Association of Travel agents (NATA), Nepal Association of Rafting Agents 

(NARA) and Tourist Guide Association of Nepal (TURGAN). 

5.10 Conclusion 
The Protected Areas (PAs) of Nepal are the major ecotourism destinations 

in the country. A lot of visitors are attracted to this area becaus.e of its 

biodiversity. Ecotourism is growing in several countries because of increasing 

visitors' interest in natural areas. A similar trend can be seen in Nepal. Despite 

the notable success of some projects in Nepal, ecotourism is mostly used as 

marketing strategy by tourism promoters. However, the success and long term 

sustainability of tourism in general and ecotourism in particular depend on careful 

management of the environment and natural resources and reasonable benefits 

for local communities. Therefore, these aspects need to be carefully considered 

in designing any future ecotourism project in the country. 

As is evident from the discussion on National parks and conservation 

projects, some areas have high tourists' pressures while others are rarely ever 

visited. This indicates that ecotourism can be expanded to many other areas in 

the country thereby supporting economic growth in these areas. There is 

pressing need to change the current pattern of tourism flows and current 

concentrations in some highly publicised destination. Efforts are also needed to 

ensure equitable spread of benefits among the people in host areas by reducing 

over dependency on Kathmandu based goods and services. 

Nepal hosts large number of ecotourism potential sites some of these sites 

are more accessible than others. Despite this obvious Potential, limited efforts 

have been made to link them with mainstream tourism development in the 

country. 
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The role of government institutions and other private institutions in 

promoting ecotourism is vital resulting in a successful operation of Annapurna 

conservation Area Project (ACAP).Now ACAP has become a model for 

conservation and development, not only for other part of the country but also for 

the rest of the world. It has been observed sometimes a number of organisations 

are engaged in runing the conservation and development programmes in a single 

area which have ecotourism as major component. So owing to the lack of co

ordination there is duplication of activation resulting in unnecessary loss of scarce 

resources. 
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